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Abstract—It is meaningful to recommend appropriate works
to a researcher. One important consideration is the relatedness
to one’s interests. Although it can be expressed by one’s query on
an academic dataset, there often exists some semantic ambiguity
in relatedness computation that are caused by personalized
vocabularies of authors and queriers. Another considered aspect
is the quality of a publication, which is often justified by the
number and quality of its citations. But it is difficult to estimate
the potential influence of a new publication when it has few
citation. In this paper, we try to solve the two problems in
academic recommendation. To reduce the semantic ambiguity,
domain knowledge is created by learning the inherit relativity of
word usage from an academic dataset. To compute the potential
influence of a new publication,we taking into account the contents
and venue of a paper, as well as the reputation of its authors. A
recommendation algorithm is designed to find the top k related
and influential papers for a query from new publications. We
verify the proposed method on real dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

An academic dataset, such as DBLP , is often represented

as a dynamic and complex network, where authors, papers

or venues are represented as nodes, co-authorships or paper

citations are in form of links. Generally a respected work often

influences a lot of people and is cited by their publications. It

is very helpful for researchers to find a good related work

at its first published time so as to improve their work as

quick as possible. Generally, people often search such related

works by a query on academic network. A search engine takes

several keywords as an input and returns the top k papers

by calculating the similarity between papers and queries. To

recommend the personalized results, some search algorithms

adaptively adjust the rankings of papers relatedness by learn-

ing from user hitting behaviors. However, since the current

methods compute papers relatedness by text comparison, there

often exists the semantic ambiguity that are caused by different

vocabularies of both authors and queriers. It is desired to find

the intrinsic semantics behind an academic query, as well as

the semantic relativity between papers. Another considered

aspect is the quality of a publication, which is often justified

by the number and quality of its citations. But it is difficult to

estimate the potential influence of a new publication when

it has few citation, which is called as the Paper Influence

Prediction Problem in this paper.

A. Related Work

To solve the semantic relativity problem, the topic dynamic

model provides a useful means to discover the relatedness

between documents from a large collection. Mohamed et al.

proposed an LDA-based topic model for analyzing topic-

sentiment evolution over time by modeling time jointly with

topics and sentiments, and derived inference algorithm based

on Gibbs Sampling process[5]. Hu et al.constructed a dynamic

LDA model for mining of text topics, and the evolution of

dynamic topics of text contents was achieved from the aspects

of topic similarity and intensity[6]. Minghui Qiu et al.[7]

proposed an LDA-based behavior-topic model (B-LDA) which

jointly models user topic interests and behavioral patterns.

However, the models are user-dependent. It is impractical to

train thousands of models for all individuals in a large digital

library. Mehmood et al.[4] proposed a community-level social

influence index to analyze information propagation and social

influence at the granularity of communities. All of the above

methods cannot incorporate the implicit aspect of relatedness

between text words in an academic network.

To predict the influence of new publications, some methods

try to find hot topics such that the papers covering the topic

may be popular. Topic evolution concerning the evolution of

inter-community influence, as well as the evolution of influ-

ence relationships between communities in dynamic academic

networks[3]. Song M et al.[2] proposed three novel technique

to conduct topic evolution analysis: Markov Random Field-

based Topic Clustering (MRFTC), Automatic Clustering La-

beling, and Meta Term Mapping. Liu et al.[9] simulated the

constructed features of previously observed topic dynamics

with the PreWHether model to predict whether a topic will

become prevalent, and further modeled the distributions of

time intervals from the emergence of the topic to its prevalence

by using the Gamma distribution with the PreWHen model,

which predicates when a topic becomes popular. However, a

paper is not necessarily influential if it researches a hot topic.

Another related work for predicating the influence of a

paper is to compute the authority of authors. Moreira et

al.[1] proposed several rank aggregation algorithms in the

expert finding task, which located the authoritative authors

in academic network. They proposed two frameworks for

combining multiple estimators of expertise. These estimators

are derived from textual contents, from graph-structure of the

citation patterns for the community of experts and from profile

information about the experts. It is a reasonable choice to

justify the quality of a new publication by its author authority.

But even written by the same author, the paper qualities

may be different. So it is desired to consider more other



issues that related to the quality of a paper, such as the

venue of publication which is the basic measurement by the

professionals.

In this paper, we solve the above two problems, the potential

influence of a new publication and the semantic ambiguity

on an academic dataset. To reduce the ambiguity of different

publications and queries, we establish domain knowledge with

representative keywords, and find the most related domain of

the given search words. With regard to the influence, we pre-

dict the potential influence of a new publication using author

authority. Based on documents that describe authors’ activities,

paper textual contents, and citation dataset, we search the

papers that are influential and related to a given retrieval

problem, which is referred to as Influential Related Paper
Prediction, IRP for short. The task takes several keywords

as a search requirement, and returns a list of papers which

are sorted by their level of authoritative in what concerns the

query topic. Better than the existing search engines, that only

return the most relevant answers, our system returns the most

potentially influential and relevant papers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the

formal definition of the problem. In section III, we present our

approach to compute the relatedness to fine grained domain

and papers for an academic query. Section IV introduces

our model for computing the potential influence of a new

published paper. In Section V, we present and discuss the ex-

perimental results on influence prediction and the performance

of our model. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FRAMEWORK

A Dynamic Academic Network, DAN for short, is a se-

quence of snapshots on academic network at several time

points. For example, the DBLP dataset contains the academic

papers on computer science. In a DAN, nodes are authors

and papers, links are co-authorships and citation relations. A

snapshot of a dynamic academic network at time t is denoted

by Gt = (V,E,M,B), where V is the node set and E is

the edge set, M and B denote the attributes of V and E,

t ∈ [1..T ], where T is the maximum time window on DAN.

We further partition the node set into two subsets, namely

V = A ∪ P , where A and P represent author set and paper

set, respectively.

An academic query is used to express the search interests

on some academic domain, which is used to compute the relat-

edness between papers and interests. For example, “machine

learning” is a search word within an academic query. For a

given query on an academic dataset, our purpose is to find the

most related and potentially influential new papers that has

few citation.

Given a DAN Gt, t ∈ [1..T ], a positive number k ∈
N+ and a set of keywords as an academic query Q =
{w1, w2, · · · , wl}, l ∈ N+, wi, i ∈ [1..N ] is a word, the

Influential Related Papers Prediction Problem is to find k
papers for Q with the most influence on the related domain at

t+ 1 from Gt.

Fig. 1. Framework on Influential Related Papers Prediction

The solution architecture is shown in Fig.1, where there are

two key points: the relatedness between query Q and domain

and the influence of a new publication.

It is a natural choice to compute the relatedness between

query Q and domain by the domain knowledge categories (like

ACM Categories), but the method only considers the explicit

connections. Also categories are only a coarse classification,

which can not describe the more detailed research directions,

especially for dynamically generated research points. So, we

introduce fine grained semantic extraction method (SEM for

short) to create the domain knowledge from academic dataset,

which consider both explicit and implicit relatedness. This

process is shown as the part Domain Knowledge in Fig.

1. The representative keywords of a paper are extracted from

the paper textual contents. From the whole scientific dataset

view, each keyword is represented by the statistic vector for

all papers and their relations can be got by computing the

distance of two keywords. Then the fine grained research

domains are classified by cluttering these key words, which are

called Domain Knowledge (DK for short). Based on DK,

the relatedness between papers and domains can be computed.

For any query Q, the related domains and most related papers

can be calculated also.

Considering the second point, we predict the potential

influence of new publications by authors’ authority and more

other issues that related to the quality of a paper, such as

the venue of publication. Since doing research is continuous

process, only after commutative investigation one can have

some achievements. So the reputation of an author can be

computed from one’s historical scientific activities, which can

be used to predicate a new publication influence. which are

shown as the part Paper Influence in Fig. 1. In the following

sections, we would present the details.

III. PAPER RELATEDNESS

There are two kinds of relatedness: explicit and implicit

(or hidden) relatedness. If a paper contains a query keyword,

this paper is called explicitly related to that keyword. But if

another paper does not contain a given query keyword, it does



not mean it is not related to that keyword. Maybe actually

this paper is highly related to the query. Since in practice,

people often have their own habits in writing papers, such as

frequently used parses or presentations. Similarly, people are

used to their own vocabulary different words for the same

search requirement. For example, “touch screens” and “haptic

devices” are totally different phrases that are relevant to the

same small academic domain, which refers to “Tactile and

Hand-based Interfaces”.

We try to reveal the semantics from academic dataset and

represent the implicit relatedness as domain knowledge. To

solve this problem, we calculate related domains of a certain

query, rather than calculate related papers directly. Firstly,

we need to find the hidden closeness between words, which

actually exist in the content of each paper . For example, a

paper with keyword “touch screens” always contains “interface

design” and “virtual keyboards” etc keywords. So, the concept

of domain knowledge is introduced to represent the intrinsic

semantics of the related words in a small specific domain.

Then, for each paper, the relatedness to the domain knowledge

is calculated so that the semantic ambiguity can be reduced.

Similarly, the relatedness of a query to papers is computed

against the domain knowledge.

A. Domain Knowledge

To select the representative words of a paper, we extract

key words from the abstract of a paper instead of using its

Key Words directly. The Key Words of a paper are sematically

limited, while an abstract contains more semantic information.

We adopt the TF-IDF approach, which is widely adopted in

information retrieval to quantify the importance of a word in

a text [10]. For the efficient computation purpose, a represen-

tative word set can be chosen instead of the whole set. For

paper pi, the set of selected keywords are represented as Ki.

The TF-IDF score of keyword wi in paper pj is calculated as

follows:

xi,j =

{
1 + log fi,j × log |P |

ni
, fi,j > 0

0, otherwise
(1)

where fi,j is the frequency of keyword ki in paper pj , ni =
|{pj |ki ∈ Kj}|.

For the academic network, the set of keywords are defined

the union of Ki, denoted by K =
⋃

pi∈P Ki. For each

keyword wi, the vector xi is created as the TF-IDF scores

against all papers in P in a given DAN . Namely, xi =
(xi,1, xi,2, · · · , xi,|P |). To find the fine grained research points,

we need to cluster the representative keywords into groups,

which based on the closeness between words. There are many

candidate functions to compute the distance between two

vectors.For example, the Manhattan Distance1 is an efficient

choice. For two words wi and wj , their distance dis(i, j) is:

dis(i, j) = ‖xi − xj‖1 =

|P |∑
k=1

|xi,k − xj,k| (2)

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxicab geometry

Then we cluster keywords into domains. To provide users

a flexible choice on the retrieval grain, the clusters should be

hierarchically organized so that a lower level reflects a closer

relatedness. Also such clustering algorithms should be able to

detect overlapped clusters, and to reflect how much a keyword

belongs to each domain. In a hierarchical domain distribution,

different level maps to different extent. Such requirements are

also consistent with the traditional academic classification.

Both hierarchical clustering and CESNA [14] clustering

algorithms satisfy the above properties. Besides, they are

efficient in computations. In this paper, we adopt hierarchical

clustering algorithm to cluster keywords into domains.

After clustering, each cluster maps to a specific do-

main Θm and is represented by a set of keyword-

s associated with belonging weights. Formally, Θm =
{(wi, ξi)|wi is a keyword, ξi ∈ R+}, where ξi is a weight

which describes the loyalty of keyword wi to DKm.

B. Domain Related Papers

In order to compute which domains a paper belongs to, we

calculate the similarity between domains and papers. There are

quite a few functions can be used to compute the similarity

of two vectors. Such functions should be capable of managing

different standardization degrees between two vectors. In this

paper, we select Spearman correlation coefficient2, which is a

nonparametric measure of statistical dependence between two

variables.

Having a domain vector Θm, we compute the rank of each

keyword according to the loyalty. For each paper, the vector

Λn = {(wi, tfidfi)|wi is a keyword, tfidfi ∈ {xi,n, 0}}
is created against K, where each score for the corresponding

word is the TF-IDF score in paper and other elements not in

Ki are set to 0. Obviously, it is different from the vector xi.

For two vectors Θm and Λn for DKm and pn, respectively,

we convert them to ranks θm and λn. The similarity sim(m,n)
between the ranked variables is calculated as:

sim(Θm,Λn) = 1− 6
∑|K|

i=1 d
2
i

(|K|)[(|K|)2 − 1]
(3)

where di = θm,i − λn,i is the difference between ranks. A

paper may related to more than one domains in different

degrees. For example, a paper related to Data Mining domain

by eighty percent, related to Security domain by twenty

percent.

C. Query Related Papers

To recommend the most related papers of a query Q, we

need to calculate the similarity between a query and academic

domains. Having the domain knowledge DK and a given query

Q, we firstly finds the l most related domains. The relatedness

between Q and DK is computed against Equation 2, denoted

by ξ, based on which we have the top l ∈ N+ related domains

Dl
Q = {(DK1, ξ1), (DK2, ξ2), · · · , (DKl, ξl)}. Then we can

create an l × |P | sized matrix PD, in which the rows are

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient



DKs and the columns corresponding to papers. The element

PD(i, j) is the loyalty of paper pj to DKi. QP denotes the

relatedness between Q and papers in different domains, which

is calculated as (Dl
Q×PD). The relatedness between a specific

paper pm and Q is calculated as:

relQ(m) =
l∑

i=1

QP (i,m) (4)

IV. PAPER INFLUENCE

To compute the potential influence of a new publication, we

taking into account the authority of the author and the venue

information. The historical academic activities of authors are

used to compute authorities. We take time into account so

as to express the time decay of paper influence prediction.

We adopt PageRank method to judge the influence of papers

with citations, and Contemporary Hirsch index to predict the

influence of new publications.

A. Justification of Influential Papers

There are two features to judge a paper influential with

citation dataset: a paper is cited by many papers, or it is

cited by influential papers. Apparently, papers with a lot of

citations are more influential than those with few citations.

With regard to papers with same citation counts, the papers

cited by influential ones are more likely to be influential than

those cited by regular papers.

Citation counts give no weighting towards papers of greater

influence. Naturally, definition of such influence is a subjective

task. Therefore, we propose a PageRank method of objectively

weighting paper influence. A PageRank results from a math-

ematical algorithm based on the papergraph, created by all

academic papers as nodes and citations as edges. The rank

value indicates an influence of a particular paper. A citation

to a paper counts as a vote of support. The PageRank of a

paper is defined recursively and depends on the number and

PageRank metric of all papers that cite to it (“incoming links”).

A paper that is cited by many papers with high PageRank

receives a high rank itself. This method is originally used for

link analysis by search engines, and it proposes that a web

page itself carries a greater importance if linked to by other

high importance pages. We adopt the PageRank algorithm to

calculate the influential of academic papers.

Given a DAN Gt, t ∈ [1..T ], pi ∈ P is an academic paper,

the PageRank values of paper pi is calculated as:

PR(pi) =
1− d

|P | + d
∑

pj∈M(pi)

PR(pj)

L(pj)
(5)

where d is the dampening factor (d = 0.85 here), M(pi) is

the set of all inbound citations to pi, L(pj) is the number of

outbound citations of pj .

B. Predication of Paper Influence

In this section, we predict the potential influence of new

publications, that have few or no citations to show their

influence directly. Papers are more likely to be influential that

written by authoritative authors. The ultimate aim of predicting

paper influence is to obtain an orderly sequence instead of

getting accurate citation counts. Therefore we translate the

Paper Influence Prediction problem into an Author Authority
Judgement problem.

There are three features to estimate the authority of authors

based on citation information, respectively, PaperRank scores,

academic indexes, and graph centrality[1]. With regard to the

first feature, the papers’ PaperRank scores of a specific author

are calculated mean value, which is used to predict her new

publication’s PaperRank.

With regard to academic impact indexes, the Hirsch index3

is widely adopted by the academia to measure the scientific

productivity and the scientific impact of an author, denoted

by �. For a given author who has published Np papers, her

Hirsch index is � ∈ N+ if there are at least � of her papers

that each one is cited by at least � papers. Authors who have a

high Hirsch index are more likely to be considered experts.

Adding a temporary weight to each cited article, we give less

weight to older articles. We introduce time element into the

quantification of Hirsch index and name it by Contemporary
Hirsch index �

c. An author has a contemporary Hirsch index

�
c if �c of his Np articles have a score of Sc(i) ≥ �

c each, and

the remaining (Np − �
c) articles have a score of Sc(i) ≤ �

c.

For a paper pi, the score Sc(i) is

Sc(i) = γ ∗ (T − t(i) + 1)−δ ∗ |CitationsTo(i)| (6)

In this formula, T is the year we make predictions, t(i)
refers to the year of publication for paper i, t(i) < T ,

CitationsTo(i) is the citations of paper pi. The γ and δ
parameters were set to 4 and 1, respectively, which means

that the citations for a paper that was published during the

current year are accounted for as four times, the citations for

an article that was published 4 years ago are accounted for as

only one time and the citations for a paper that was published

6 years ago are accounted for as four/six times, and so on.

With regard to graph centrality features, we adopt Au-
thorRank method to estimate the authority of authors. Given

a graph with authors as nodes, they are connected through

citation links. The AuthorRank of an author ai ∈ A, AR(ai)
is defined in Equation 7.

AR(ai) =
(1− d)

|A| + d
∑

aj∈inLinksi

AR(aj)

outLinksj
(7)

In Equation 7, the sum is over all authors aj that cite author

ai, denoted by inLinksi. The term outLinksj corresponds

to all citations made by an author aj , and the term 1 − d
corresponds to the dumping factor, which can be seen as a

decay factor. Under the expert finding scenario, the dumping

factor can be seen as an interest over a different author, instead

of the search process only being interested in authors that are

cited. Most of the implementations in the literature set the

parameter d to 0.85.

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H-index



In comparison, judging authors’ authority by Contemporary

Hirsch index in Equation 6 is more credible. An author is not

necessarily authoritative if she has published influential papers

many years ago, while she is very likely to be authoritative if

she has published influential papers in recent years.

V. RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENT

This section describes the validation of the main hypothesis

behind this work, which states that either learning to rank ap-

proaches or learning to rank integration methods can combine

domain relatedness and paper potential influence with respect

to queries in a principled way, in this way improving over the

current paper retrieval system.

A. Integration and Metric

To validate the relatedness calculating approaches that have

been proposed in this work, we required a set of queries

that have the corresponding paper’s relevance judgements.

We proposed a set of 13 query topics from the Computer

Science domain. Table I(a) shows the nearest keywords that are

associated with each topic, which are calculated by Equation

2. Table I(b) shows the indexes of the most related papers that

are associated with each domain which is related to a query.

To validate the paper influence prediction algorithms, we

used two different performance metrics, namely, the Precision

at k (Ps). The Precision at rank k is used when a user

wishes to look only at the first k retrieved domain papers.

The precision is calculated at that rank position as:

Ps =
|CH(k) ∪GT (k)|

|GT (k)| (8)

where CH(k) is the set of top k potentially influential papers

from our method, GT (k) is the set of top k papers that have

the most citations according to ground truth.

B. Experimental Setup and Baseline Method

In this work, we use a dataset for evaluating paper searches

in the Computer Science domain, which corresponds to an

enriched version of the DBLP4 database that was made avail-

able through the Arnetminer project. This dataset contains the

papers published in conferences from 1980 to 2010, totally

counting 1397240 papers. The normal information of papers

contains index, title, author, published year, conference and,

some papers, citation and abstract.

There are 818457 papers contain the abstract and the

total number of citations is 3011489. So pre-processing and

cleaning of the data is necessary. In order to make full use

of the citations, we kept the papers which were lacked of

the information of citation or abstract but were cited by other

papers.

The existing algorithms in estimating the importance of the

contributions of specific publications can be used to handle the

paper influence prediction problem discussed in this paper. As

our proposed approach is based on time series analysis, we

compare our method with the a-index, which measures the

4http://www.arnetminer.org/citation

TABLE I
SOME EXAMPLE OF QUERY WORDS

(a) Query words and 4 nearest hot keywords

QUERY WORDS 4 NEAREST NEIGHBORS
parallel + cloud process, application, web, software
bridge + switch control, web, space, security
packet + router simulation, control, quality, web
power + energy efficient, parallel, linear, dynamic

memory + storage space, environment, mobile, power

(b) Related papers of query words

QUERY WORDS Rel. PAPERS
parallel + cloud 12837 16346 17155, 20322,· · ·
bridge + switch 17515, 3024, 20686, 21841,· · ·
packet + router 3943, 9483, 10694, 13797,· · ·
power + energy 12880, 10694, 18136, 8027,· · ·

memory + storage 16246, 17115, 23003, 23015,· · ·

magnitude of the most influential papers. For an author that

has an a-index of a = Nc,tot/�
2, when he has a Hirsch index

of � and a total of Nc,tot citations towards his papers.

C. Experimental Results

This section presents the results that were obtained in

influential prediction that were tested in this work. We extract

the data from 1980 to 2010, which is divided into 6 time

windows and the length of every time window is 6 years.

Papers of 5 years are treated as the training set to predict

the influence of papers that published in the sixth year. First,

we use the data set of 1980 to 1984 as the training set to

predict the influence of papers published in 1985. We adopt the

data set of 1985 to 1989 is used as the training set to predict

influence of papers in 1990 and compute the precision between

the predicted value and true value. The paper influence of 1990

to 2010 are similar to the above-mentioned settings.

Take the query “bridge and switch” as an example, we

choose top 40 domain related papers that published in every

five years. Then we use the citation dataset in earlier five

years to rank the influence of those 40 papers, and evaluate

the performance of our method against the ground truth by

Equation 8. The experiment results are shown in Figure 2(a),

in which the curve marked by different colors means different

k values that set to rank the top k influential papers.

As shown in Figure 2, with the increase in number of year

from 1980 to 2005, the value of Ps subsequently increase

under different k settings. These observed results demonstrate

that the larger size of observed data will lead to better

prediction results. Figure 3 shows the prediction performance

of different approaches on the top 25 influential papers. We can

see that our model consistently achieves better performance

than the baseline method. However, the training data cannot

be very large, because too many latent features will cause

the over-fitting problem which will do harm to the prediction

accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we solved this problem from both the re-

latedness and influence for a new published paper. To make



(a) Bridge and Switch (b) Parallel and Cloud (c) Packet and Router (d) Power and Energy (e) Memory and Storage

Fig. 2. The Performance of Influence Prediction of Top 40 Related Papers published.

(a) Bridge and Switch (b) Parallel and Cloud (c) Packet and Router (d) Power and Energy (e) Memory and Storage

Fig. 3. The Performance Evaluation for Our method and Baseline Method.

a recommendation more meaningful, domain knowledge is

learned from academic dataset and each paper is computed its

relatedness with different domains. We computed the potential

influence of a new paper, by taking into account the contents

of paper, the authors’ previous publications and activities. An

academic query is desired to express the academic interests

on different domain, which is used to compute the relatedness

between papers and interests. The top k related and potentially

influential papers are recommended. In the near future, it

would be practical to extend our model with other implicit

information such as social network information, expecting for

better prediction performance.
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